Your comprehensive guide to quality VCE Resources for Units 1 to 4.

Teach Yourself Series (TYS) for Topics in Units 1 to 4
Each subject contains several key topics that are crucial for exam success in VCE Units 1 to 4. The TYS presents theory, questions and solutions in a stand alone booklet on each Topic, ideal for self-paced learning.

- Addresses the VCAA's current Curriculum Criteria
- Early Release Dates – February 7, 2019. Most subjects are already available, please see overleaf.
- Comprehensive Solutions – detailed solutions or response guides.
- Current Study Design – the TYS are periodically released when the study design for a subject changes, ensuring that all changes are reflected.

Order today! NEW Teach Yourself Series available from February 7, 2019.

Exam Practice Guides (EPG) Units 1 to 4
Our EPG are a compilation of original exam style questions designed to aid students with their exam preparation. Original exam questions are separated into key topic areas, enabling students to master one topic at a time.

- Addresses the VCAA's Curriculum Criteria
- Early Release Dates – February 7, 2019. Most subjects are already available, please see overleaf.
- Comprehensive Solutions – detailed solutions or response guides.
- Current Study Design – the EPG are periodically released when the study design for a subject changes, ensuring that all changes are reflected.

Order today! NEW EPG available from February 7, 2019.

Trial Exam Papers Units 1 to 4
- Address VCAA's current Examination Assessment Criteria
- Early Release Dates – Units 1 to 4 Trial Exam papers are released on April 19, 2019. Most subjects are already available, please see overleaf.
- Comprehensive Marking Guides – including fully worked solutions to all questions, including multiple choice questions.
- Current Study Design – the Trial Exam Papers are periodically released when the study design for a subject changes, ensuring that all changes are reflected.

Order today! NEW Units 1-4 Trial Exam papers are available from April 19, 2019.

Key Topic Tests (KTT) Units 1 to 4
Each KTT is a 45 minute diagnosis of a Key Topic area of each Unit, to monitor the student's understanding of each Topic within each Unit of study, available for Units 1 to 4. The KTT are a powerful tool for students to monitor their progress throughout the year, topic by topic. The KTT come as a package of several tests per Unit.

- Early Release Dates – TSSM's KTT are released February 7, 2019 for Units 1 and 3 KTT and May 15, 2019 for Units 2 and 4 KTT. Most subjects are already available, please see overleaf.
- Addresses the VCAA's Curriculum Criteria
- Comprehensive Marking Guides – including fully worked solutions.


VCE English Resources
Text Summary Notes for Text List 1
Our Text Summary notes are carefully organised into 3 comprehensive sections:
1. Background information (author notes, setting)
2. Textual analysis (historical context, genre, themes and issues, structure, style, plot summary, characters, important quotations & creative writing with a specific text focus)
3. Assessment & Exam Preparation (sample essay topics, final exam advice, glossary, references)

Text Summary Notes for Text List 2 - Paired Comparisons
Our Text Summary notes are carefully organised into 4 comprehensive sections:
1. Background information (author notes, setting)
2. Textual analysis (historical context, genre, themes and issues, structure, style, plot summary, characters, important quotations & creative writing with a specific text focus)
3. Comparative text analysis (structure, conventions and language, including relevant meta language with a detailed comparison of how the two paired texts present ideas, issues and themes)
4. Assessment & Exam Preparation (sample essay topics, final exam advice, glossary, references)

Exclusive VCE English Concept Maps
TSSM is the only educational provider to produce concept maps (known as Study Maps) for the VCE English Texts. TSSM's unique concept maps specifically target exam related topics.

- A2 size concept maps on each VCE English Text
- A1 size concept maps on each of the VCE English Paired Comparison Texts

Core Benefits of our Study Maps:
- Target exam related topics
- Incorporate colours, images and key ideas
- Mirror brain functionality
- Revolutionary new method of learning
- Target exam related topics

Analyzing and Presenting Argument (APA) - Units 3 & 4 English Student Guide
A practical step-by-step guide for VCE Year 12 English students, covering all aspects of the Analyzing and Presenting Argument Assessment for Units 3 and Unit 4. This handbook will include:
- Multiple Examples high student responses
- Over 50 separate, high-level, personalised language analysis examples.
- Demonstrates new, tried-and-tested, easy routes into high-level analysis, not featured in other books on VCE persuasive language analysis.
- Multiple practice tasks to complete.
- A variety of approaches to tackle the 3+ media texts comparative analysis SAC.
- Points of view Oral, including recent sample topics.
- Answers and solutions provided.

Comparative Text Analysis Guide - Units 1 to 4 English Student Guide
This guide will cover all aspects of the Comparative Text Analysis components for Years 11 & 12 of the New English Study Design that has been implemented across Units 1 to 4. It includes:
- Description of Comparative Text Analysis
- Requirements of Assessment & Criteria
- How to compare and contrast texts through the following lenses: ideas – themes, views and values, concerns and messages, Genre, Audience, Historical background, Structural features


Core Benefits of TSSM’s VCE Student Resources
- Expert Material – all materials are prepared by senior VCE teachers, assessors, state reviewers and published VCE authors.
- Multi-format Access – our resources are accessible in both hard copy and PDF (Email - not available for our Study Maps or EPG) format.
- Quality Control – all resources are proof read by a second group of VCE experts.
- Exclusivity – our Study Maps are not available anywhere else.
- Extensive Range – we offer students the widest range of VCE resources available anywhere in Australia.